Lock your doors, board up your windows, and hide your brains!
The AMAZOMBIES are here!
These two girls and one guy are raising hell on the West Coast for
the ever-growing legions of fans that swarm their shows,
ravenous for the totally kick-ass street-punk n' roll! With vocals
that go from purring kittens to raging hellcats without warning,
the AMAZOMBIES' unique mesh of musical styles has kept
audiences rapt with attention at every single show. They've
played and toured near n’ far with punk superstars like Flogging
Molly, the GC5, UK Subs, GBH, the Forgotten, Circle Jerks, the
Casualties and Toxic Narcotic. Now they're coming for YOU!
Formed in 2000, the AMAZOMBIES have already notched their
belts with three U.S. tours and a self-released EP. Now they're
back and blazing with twelve new songs to feed your hungry
little ears. Bitches and Stitches showcases 1977 punk roots with
a street-rock edge and some guitar-pop thrown in to make it
even catchier. The band is musically tight, complete with
powerful drumming, scorching riffs, and jagged bass lines, but
it's impossible to deny that the vocals are a huge reason for the
appeal of the AMAZOMBIES. Lead singer Kim has a thick,
melodic voice often compared to Joan Jett's, and Noriko's
raucous backups push everything right up to the red. Hell, even
the lone guy member, Josh, kicks in his vox on That's Right!
The AMAZOMBIES feverishly rip through cathartic songs about
loss (Shipwrecked), love (Love Letters), and booze (At the Bar)
that will charm even the most jaded punks among us. Also
included is a ballistic cover of the Leiber-Stoller classic Riot in
Cell Block #9. Recorded by the legendary Conrad Uno
(Mudhoney, Zeke, the Supersuckers) at Egg Studios in Seattle,
Bitches and Stitches has the kind of infectious flavor that is
currently sweeping the U.S. scene off of its collective ass via the
Pacific Northwest, as seen in bands like the Briefs and Pretty
Girls Make Graves. So resist the AMAZOMBIES at your peril! Or
perhaps you'd care to dance?
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The AMAZOMBIES... darlings of the music press!
“With sharp, well-crafted songs reminiscent of the
Bangs or Stiff Little Fingers, and hugely charismatic
front women Kim and Noriko Zombie, it's only a matter
of time before this band becomes the next big thing that
the hip kids don't have a clue about.” -The STRANGER
“...fun, catchy punk rock; few in Seattle can claim to do
-the TABLET
it better!”
“...simply charming pop-punk; a damn good record!”
-DEEPFRIEDBONANZA.com
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